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Guest Commentary: Bryan Scott: East
Contra Costa Fire District needs help
By Bryan Scott

POSTED: 10/09/2015 12:00:00 AM PDT

The residents of the East Contra Costa Fire Protection District are being treated as secondclass citizens in the Contra Costa County government services community, and 105,000
inhabitants of the 249-square mile district are being shortchanged in the area of fire and
emergency services. This underfunding puts lives and property at risk.
Fifteen years ago the CCC Board of Supervisors was looking for ways to improve services
and save money. At that time there were three mostly rural fire districts using a pay-on-call
staffing model to economize. Some called it a volunteer fire department approach, even
though the firefighters were trained, equipped and compensated for their time.
By bringing the three districts together, a hired consultant said, the administration,
management and training of the combined forces could be performed more economically.
Response times would be shortened, the number of firefighters would go up, and lives
would be saved.
And since these districts were being funded based on population sizes from 25 years earlier,
consolidation seemed like the best way to squeeze every last drop of service out of the
limited tax dollars being spent. The CCC publicity campaign at the time projected savings of
almost 14 percent of the $6,423,112.00 combined organizational budget.
Back then the property tax allocation rate for the ECCFPD was set at about 8 percent,
meaning that out of each property tax dollar that was generated within the district, the
ECCFPD got eight cents.
Fire districts in other, more populated and developed parts of the county received much
more, averaging about 12 cents from each dollar.
Today, when Brentwood's population has soared to nearly 60,000 residents and the number

of Oakley residents is approaching 40,000, the tax allocation rate is the same. The tax
allocation rate for a rural farming and ranching area of the 1970s is not appropriate for
today's mix of suburban, small urban and recreational rural areas.
The East Contra Costa region has lead the state in growth for many years. The fire services
property tax rate ought to be equitable and fair to support these services at a level
comparable to the rest of the county, the region and the state. It is not.
This is a community problem, one that will continue as long as the ECCFPD community
tolerates it. Because of the intricacies of the implementation of 1978's Proposition 13 a state
law needs to be passed to correct the unfair, discriminatory tax allocation rate. The ECCFPD
community needs to come together with Assemblyman Jim Frazier and State Sen. Steven M.
Glazier and begin the process of correcting this inequity.
Assemblyman Jim Frazier has offered, in a Sept. 3, 2015, letter to the editor appearing in a
local paper, to draft a statute and submit it to California lawmakers. This statute needs to
direct the CCC Auditor to increase the ECCFPD 8-percent tax allocation rate to bring it
closer to the county's fire district average of 12 percent, and slightly reduce the tax allocation
rates of the county's largest non-education organizations, such as the county and the cities
of Brentwood and Oakley.
Making the shift gradually, perhaps spread over three or more years, would ease the change.
The ECCFPD community needs to play an active role in this process. Area residents need to
form a political action committee and reach out to legislators and fire services community
leaders across the state, asking for their help in making this necessary change. To become
law, this statute needs yea votes from at least 41 of the 80 members of the California
Assembly and at least 21 members of the state Senate.
A campaign of this sort is not easy, and it is not a quick fix to a historical problem. It will
take the community's time and money to affect the change. Let's begin at once; let's change
the world.
Bryan Scott is a Brentwood resident who occasionally becomes a community affairs
activist. Those interested in contributing to this community effort can reach him by email
at scott.bryan@comcast.net or by telephone at 925-418-4428.
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Oakley: Diablo Water District gives drought-conscious
gardeners help
By Nate Gartrell ngartrell@bayareanewsgroup.com
Updated: 10/17/2015 05:54:33 PM PDT

ContraCostaTimes.com

OAKLEY -- Residents here are being asked to cut water usage by 28 percent, but that doesn't necessarily
mean they'll have to let their gardens dry up.
The Diablo Water District has unveiled a new drought-tolerant garden, designed to be a blueprint for local
gardeners who don't want to choose between letting their plants die and failing to conserve water. It was
designed to be tailor-made for DWD ratepayers, who are restricted to watering only three days a week,
DWD General Manager Mike Yeraka said.
"The idea is that we wanted to give our customers a chance to see what plants will survive on three days of
watering per week," Yeraka said, adding that once plants are established, they generally require less
water.
"There are actually some plants that the architect had in the plans that didn't make it on three days per
week, and we said, 'OK, that's fine. We don't want to have those plants in our garden.' "
The 44 surviving species include maple trees, rosemary, Spanish lavender, Mexican feather grass, salvia,
and a number of succulents.
All of them have been in the ground since June, but DWD officials did not officially unveil the garden since
they wanted to be sure that the plants would survive on only three days of watering per week.
"We also landscaped the area, so our customers can pick and choose, get inspired, and see how rocks,
granite, and bark can be integrated, so that they can go home and do their own garden," Yeraka said.
The Contra Costa Water District has installed a similar garden, and local fire districts have answered the
call too, building gardens on their sites that feature fire-resistant plants, Yeraka said.
Anyone who visits DWD's garden can request a map of it, which includes a list of species, along with the
recommended amounts of watering and minimum pot size.
The garden is located at DWD's new office building at 89 Carol Lane in Oakley.
For details, call Diablo Water District at 925-625-3798.
Contact Nate Gartrell at 925-779-7174, or follow him at Twitter.com/nategartrell.
---
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So You Want to Be a Firefighter?
By Nick Marnell

Your captain directs you to perform a dangerous, hazardous duty, like climbing onto a burning roof.
What do you say to her? To succeed as a firefighter-paramedic with the Moraga-Orinda Fire District,
you need to know that answer, and you need to respond quickly.
Fire Chief Stephen Healy and two recently hired firefighter-paramedics, Jeremy Kshevatzky and
Chris Sillers, presented a behind the scenes look at the testing process recruits endure in their
quest to become MOFD firefighter-paramedics.
"First up is the written test. It covers mechanical aptitude, mathematics, medical questions, reading
comprehension. You've got to be pretty smart to get through that," said Kshevatzky. "And you've
got to get smart at testing. Utilize the information the department has given you, study, and
prepare."
"We also want to see how they would respond to certain firefighting situations," said Healy. "You
see your captain stick into his pocket a wad of cash that he picked up from the inside of a house
where a fire was just extinguished. What do you do?" Was he collecting evidence? Was he trying to
protect the money from fire damage? Was he stealing it?
The chief said that most of the applicants make it to the next round: the interview with the fire
board. "They ask seven or eight open-ended questions, like, why do you want this job?" he said.
"They don't want canned answers," said Kshevatzky. "They are looking for honesty. They may ask,
how do you respond to a patient who has made it clear that she does not agree with paying her
taxes to support the fire district? (We're here to take care of whoever is in need.)"
Successful candidates then progress to a paramedic skills evaluation. "Show us that you can
function as a paramedic," said the chief.
"It's role playing," said Sillers. "A panel sits at a table, a mannequin lying on the ground, they
watch how I interact. They want to see how you think in a dynamic situation. Can you make the
right decisions?"
The skills evaluation is a pass-fail test. For example, the candidate responds to a victim who was hit
by a car. If she does not hold the victim's head still, she fails.
Qualified applicants progress to the fire chief's interview. "It's more personal," said Kshevatzky.
"Chief Healy wanted to get to know who I was, where I came from, about my family." Sillers
interviewed with previous fire chief Randy Bradley. "We spent 45 minutes talking about my life, and
my family experiences," he said. Note the similarity in the interview style of the two chiefs.
The final test portion is the paramedic field evaluation. "It's the most important test we take," said
Sillers. Candidates ride along in the ambulances, and are monitored on how they respond to a
stroke call, a pediatric call, a diabetic with breathing difficulty. This segment may take up to two
weeks.
"We want to be certain that the individual has the skill sets and the potential to be a successful,
long-term district employee," said Healy. "Plus, they work at a station, spending time interacting
with the crews. We try to place them with a captain they match with. Also, we provide them
differing perspectives. The Orinda crews respond to freeway incidents, while those at the Moraga
stations would experience calls at Saint Mary's."
"A lot of people can answer questions, but they want to know if you are someone they can work
with," said Sillers.
"It was very stressful," said Kshevatzky. "I was a paramedic in another county. I had to make sure
that I performed according to the protocols of this county, knowing that if I don't succeed right
now, I won't be here tomorrow."
Meanwhile, the candidates undergo a physical, a psychological test and a background check.
"Through the field evaluation and the background check is where we lose the most people," said
Healy.
The entire testing process took seven months, said Kshevatzky, before he received a phone call
file:///C|/Users/Andy/Documents/Web/Lamorindawee...sue0917/pdf/So-You-Want-to-Be-a-Firefighter.html (1 of 2) [10/20/2015 3:34:17 PM]
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from the chief, telling him that he was an MOFD firefighter-paramedic. "I've never felt anything like
it," he said. "It was the best feeling, knowing that all of my hard work had finally paid off."
The correct answer to that question in the opening paragraph? "It's our job to perform tasks that
many would consider hazardous and dangerous," said Sillers.
It is likely that those who choose a career as a firefighter would not have it any other way.

Reach the reporter at: nick@lamorindaweekly.com
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Group Demands Weil's Ouster from MOFD Board
By Nick Marnell

A grass roots group of district residents began a
petition drive in October to force Fred Weil to resign
from the Moraga-Orinda Fire District board of
directors. The petition, posted on the Care2
website, states that Weil, as board president,
violated the public trust in 2008 by authorizing
retiring MOFD Chief Pete Nowicki's compensation
beyond what his contract allowed, costing the
district $4 million in pension charges over the
chief's expected 30-year retirement period. The
Contra Costa County Employees' Retirement
Association board in September stripped Nowicki of
more than $1 million of his pension when it
determined that his pension had been calculated
improperly.
"You will note that the petition is not for
recall, only for Fred to act unilaterally in the
community's best interest. The petition is really for
Fred. He knows what he did," said Steve Cohn,
spokesman for the Orinda Citizens' Emergency
Services Task Force, sponsor of the petition. "This
is not right and there should be repercussions." The
Fred Weil Photo Lamorinda Weekly archive
task force notes that since Weil's term ends in
November 2016, a recall would not be worth the effort and expense. Rather, the group encourages
Weil to remove himself from the board immediately "so as to allow the board and the community to
move on without distractions."
"As long as he remains a voting member of the MOFD board, his judgment will be questioned,"
reads the petition. "If the other members of the (2008) board were still public officials, they would
be included. But they are not," said Cohn.
"The petition is part of Steve Cohn's malicious smear campaign, motivated, I believe, by a
desire for revenge," said Weil. "He has resented for years my willingness to publicly challenge his
dubious proposals, including his latest attempt to derail the rebuilding of Orinda's fire station 43 on
Via Las Cruces, (which is a station) so important to the safety of north Orinda."
Cohn wrote to Supervisor Candace Andersen in October blaming MOFD and the Contra Costa
County Fire Protection District for costing the districts millions of dollars by halting plans to build
and operate joint fire station 46 in western Lafayette, and asking her to intercede. MOFD opted to
rebuild station 43 and ConFire chose to repair Lafayette station 16. "I was in favor of station 46, but
the situation has changed," said Andersen. "The important thing is that Lafayette and Orinda will
have excellent coverage."
"Cohn has used as a vehicle for his personal attack the written and oral statements of
CCCERA's lawyer, Harvey Leiderman," continued Weil. He explained that in August, Leiderman
wrote a memorandum to CCCERA laying much of the blame on the MOFD board for Nowicki's
improper pension, failing to mention that Leiderman warned CCCERA in 2009 that the practices and
policies of the retirement board for more than 10 years had caused overpayments to retirees,
including many of the items that Leiderman claimed were caused by the misconduct of the MOFD
board or Nowicki. "Cohn knows all about Leiderman's 2009 letter, but he is hiding that fact in his
petition," said Weil.
Weil asserted that Leiderman's suggestion that the MOFD board violated the Brown Act in
file:///C|/Users/Andy/Documents/Web/Lamorindaw...roup-Demands-Weils-Ouster-from-MOFD-Board.html (1 of 2) [10/20/2015 3:33:36 PM]
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working out Nowicki's pension was baseless and gratuitous, yet Weil said that Cohn continues to
create the impression that Weil violated the Brown Act.
"This is not personal between me and Fred; I don't even know him personally," said Cohn.
"This is about something he and the 2008 board did ... which has damaged the community by
handing out millions of dollars to a favored public employee."
In its 18-year history, several directors have resigned from the MOFD board, the latest being
Frank Sperling, who moved out of the district in 2013. No board member ever resigned in response
to public pressure.

Reach the reporter at: nick@lamorindaweekly.com
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Bay Point, Pittsburg: Ambrose Park pool
plans up for approval
By Sam Richards
srichards@bayareanewsgroup.com
Posted: 10/23/2015 11:06:26 AM PDT Updated: 3 days ago
PITTSBURG -- The return of swimming to Ambrose Park may take a big step closer Tuesday
night with a key Planning Commission approval.
And with most of the needed $2.3 million in hand, the aquatic center could be open for
Independence Day 2016.
It's been a long time coming. The struggle to replace the closed facility has taken six years and
weathered three separate pool designs. The plan had serious funding shortages until recently.
"I think this is the closest we've been, to tell you the truth," said Doug Long, general manager of
the Ambrose Recreation and Park District. "If it all goes right, kids should be splashing around
over there on July 4."
The planning commission is set to decide whether to approve the latest renovation plans for the
Ambrose Aquatic Center, which has been closed since 2009. This will be the third time the pool
project has come before the commission, and the latest plan reflects major changes in scope,
generally made to reflect shrinking budgets. Planning staff recommends approval, and if the
commission follows suit, it should be the last planning hurdle for the pool.
"They will not need any other design approval from the city," said city Associate Planner Jordan
Davis.
Ambrose Park was annexed by the City of Pittsburg in September 2008, and it's the only one of
the district's nine parks outside unincorporated Bay Point. Though Pittsburg doesn't have
operational control over the park, the city has the authority to review and approve the design of
proposed structures and features there, Davis said, including the pool.
The pool renovation was first laid out in the 2009 Ambrose Park Master Plan. The plan included
options for a brand new pool and for renovating the existing one; several public meetings later,
the option to renovate the old pool was chosen.
As part of the project's latest incarnation, the new pool would be about two-thirds the size of the
old one. The existing bathhouse building would be replaced by a prefabricated building, and
many of the existing concrete areas would be replaced with grass.

Earlier this year, facing a potential $300,000 funding shortfall, Long said that seeking donations
from local industries and businesses was a distinct possibility. But with a combination of general
belt tightening in the district, including contracting out some maintenance functions, and higher
property tax revenues from an improved economy, that gap is projected now to be closer to
$63,000.
Eduardo Torres of the community group West Pittsburg for Progress said he has little reason to
believe this newest proposal is any more likely to move forward than the ones before it. He said
the park district board should have been spending more time in recent months to drum up
funding for the project.
"Last year, they said the pool would be open by Memorial Day weekend; now they're saying July
of next year," Torres said. "A lot of people in our community have already lost faith in this
project .... . Until I see real progress, I'm going to continue to be cautiously optimistic about the
pool project."
Pittsburg Planning Commission
When: Tuesday, Oct. 27, 7-9 p.m.Where: Council Chambers, 65 Civic Ave., Pittsburg
Information: www.ci.pittsburg.ca.us, click on "agenda and minutes"

Worst of East Contra Costa island fire
appears over
By Tom Lochner tlochner@bayareanewsgroup.com
Posted: 10/23/2015 11:00:00 PM PDT Updated: a day ago
BRADFORD ISLAND -- The worst of a fire that spread through this island in the
Sacramento/San Joaquin River Delta appeared to be over Saturday.
"I'm feeling much better," said Robert Davies, a property owner who also is a member of the
board of trustees of Bradford Island Reclamation District 2059.
"The fire was burning the entire night last night and all (this) morning," he said Saturday
afternoon. "Right now I'm looking at a bunch of smoke."
As of 6 p.m. there were still some flames on the west side of the island, Davies said.
The fire began around 1:30 p.m. Friday and quickly spread, burning at least one building by late
afternoon, he said.
"Thank God for the sheriff," Davies said. A Contra Costa County Sheriff's Office helicopter
doused flames from 3 p.m. until darkness Friday with water from a 300-gallon bucket, Davies
explained. The helicopter crew dropped the bucket into a lake on the island for refills so many
times, he lost count, he said.
"If the sheriff's department didn't come forward with the bucket, we would have had a major
problem," he added.
The cash-strapped East Contra Costa Fire Protection District stopped serving Bradford Island
and other nearby areas of easternmost Contra Costa several years ago.
"My sons and I did fire watch the entire night," Davies said. "It came within 200 yards of my
RV." His younger son, Chris Davies, was on duty Saturday with the Moraga-Orinda Fire
District, where he is an engineer, his father said, leaving the elder Davies and his older son, who
is 35, to keep an eye on the island blaze.
District Secretary Angelia Tant, in an email to Bradford Island landowners Saturday, said 12
power poles burned on the side of the island near the Davies property and another two on the
north end.
The island counts about a dozen residents. Additionally, there are landowners, like Davies, who
own property on Bradford Island but live off the island.
Contact Tom Lochner at 510-262-2760. Follow him at Twitter.com/tomlochner.

Contra Costa Times editorial: Police stop of
Kensington official doesn't pass the smell test
Contra Costa Times editorial © 2015 Bay Area News Group
Posted: 10/24/2015 04:00:00 PM PDT Updated: 78 min. ago

Kensington Police Department Officer Keith Barrow mingles with friends and colleagues during the
Richmond Elks Lodge's 10th annual Police Officer Appreciation Awards Night in El Sobrante, Calif., on
Wednesday, February 11, 2009. (Kristopher Skinner/Staff archives)

In what universe is this OK?
Two cops outside their community in a neighboring city pull over an elected official, refuse to
tell her why she's been stopped, threaten her with arrest when she asks questions, detain her for
about a half-hour and ticket her.
Not even in Kensington should this be acceptable. But it's not surprising given the town
governing board's history of conducting public business in secret, stonewalling inquiries and
filing lawsuits against residents who object.
The culture must change. We keep waiting and wondering when the well-educated residents of
Kensington, an enclave of 5,000 nestled between Berkeley, Albany and El Cerrito, will wake up
and take back control of their town.
That doesn't mean a revolution. That means politically organizing and fielding qualified
candidates to unseat the board majority, two of whom are up for re-election next year.

As for the latest incident, police Chief Kevin Hart has wisely farmed out the internal
investigation to the Richmond Police Department. He's also asked the district attorney to conduct
a review. And, by the way, the FBI is poking around.
Hart asks that the community not prejudge what happened. Unfortunately, from what we know
so far, this doesn't pass the smell test. And if wrongdoing is found, the community should
demand action.
Vanessa Cordova is the official who was pulled over. She was elected last year to the board of
the Kensington Police Protection and Community Services District and is one of two board
members who have tried to change its culture.
She has complained about board secrecy, what she called, with justification, "an oligarchy
sustained by obfuscation." And she led efforts to fire former police Chief Greg Harman earlier
this year for his lax handling of an internal investigation of Sgt. Keith Barrow.
Which brings us to Barrow. He is the leader of the police union, which has been embroiled in
negotiations with the district board for over a year. He is also the cop who had his gun, badge,
handcuffs and two clips of ammunition stolen when he fell asleep while with a prostitute in
Reno. He was disciplined with only a suspension.
Barrow was one of the two cops who stopped Cordova earlier this month in Berkeley, more than
a mile from Kensington. Cordova was ultimately cited for an expired car registration and missing
a front license plate.
What were the two cops doing there? How is it that they pulled over, of all people, a board
member? Coincidence? Hard to believe.
If these cops were trying to send a message, it's time for the community to send one back.

Pittsburg: Annexation of Kirker Pass land
for homes on tap
By Sam Richards srichards@bayareanewsgroup.com
Posted: 10/30/2015 07:07:45 PM PDT Updated: 3 days ago
PITTSBURG -- The City Council on Monday night is set to start the process of annexing land
south of the city along Kirker Pass Road where a proposed 356-house subdivision would be
built.
The council will also have to rezone the land, which is already within the city's sphere of
influence and inside its urban limit line. The urban boundary was narrowly approved by voters in
2005 as Measure P, which was backed by the Seeno construction company that wants to build
the Montreaux subdivision. That vote thus opened up 2,200 acres in the hills southwest of the
city for development and future annexation into Pittsburg.
The Montreaux development is proposed by builder Altec Homes., affiliated with Concord-based
Seecon Financial. It would comprise large, estate-size homes on 77 acres. Seventy-one acres
would be preserved as open space; another 17 acres would become a stormwater collection
basin.
The property would be rezoned from hillside planned development to single family residential,
which would double the number of houses that would be allowed there.
A long-planned 2-mile western extension of James Donlan Boulevard from Antioch would one
day connect with Kirker Pass Road near where the new homes would be built, according to
Pittsburg city staff reports.
The housing development would also have to come under the jurisdictions of Delta Diablo, the
local sanitation district, and the Contra Costa Water District.
This plan has been working its way through Pittsburg's approval process since April 2010. Some
groups, notably Save Mount Diablo, have criticized the project for the massive grading in the
hills it would require, and indeed the project's environmental report says that grading is a
"significant unavoidable impact."
Contact Sam Richards at 925-943-8241. Follow him at Twitter.com/samrichardsWC.
Pittsburg City Council When: Monday, Nov. 2, 7 p.m.
Where: Pittsburg City Hall, 65 Civic Ave., Pittsburg
Information: www.ci.pittsburg.ca.us, then click on "agendas and minutes"

Pinole City Councilman Phil Green dies
By Tom Lochner tlochner@bayareanewsgroup.com
Posted: 10/30/2015 07:24:06 AM PDT Updated: about 6 hours ago

Pinole City Councilman Phil Green has died. (Kristopher Skinner/Bay Area News Group)
PINOLE -- Pinole City Councilman Phil Green, who announced in September that he had
cancer, died Oct. 23.
Green's death was announced by Hercules Mayor Sherry McCoy at the end of Tuesday's
Hercules City Council meeting, which was adjourned in Green's memory.
News of his passing was also acknowledged Thursday with the posting of the Oct. 30 Pinole city
manager's weekly administrative report.
A city official said that services will be private.
Green hosted a celebration of life and friendship for friends and community members at the
Richmond Country Club on Sept. 13.
Green was the sole owner of PDF, a small business that sold and serviced fire extinguishers and
other fire equipment.
He had served on the Pinole City Council since 2010. He also served one term on the council
from 1986 to 1990.
More recently, he had served on several regional committees, including as delegate to the
Western Contra Costa Transit Authority board and as alternate on the West Contra Costa Unified
School District Bond Oversight Committee and alternate delegate to the Association of Bay Area
Governments, according to the city manager's report.
Contact Tom Lochner at 510-262-2760. Follow him at Twitter.com/tomlochner.

Rodeo Hercules Fire District may close
station after suit deal
By Matthew Artz martz@bayareanewsgroup.com
Posted: 10/30/2015 07:22:21 AM PDT Updated: about 6 hours ago
HERCULES -- The Rodeo Hercules Fire District has settled a closely watched lawsuit, agreeing
to rescind a property assessment in 2017 that had been billed as safeguarding its finances for
years to come.
The fire district, which may have to once again close one of its two stations after the assessment
expires, also agreed to pay $175,000 in attorney's fees for the plaintiff Thomas Pearson and not
seek another benefit assessment for three years.
The lawsuit had attracted attention outside the small cash-strapped district because it challenged
whether fire districts were eligible to seek benefit assessments, which only need a simple
majority for passage rather than the two-thirds majority required for a standard property tax hike.
Pearson's lawsuit argued that the district's assessment, approved last year by a vote of property
owners, was invalid because it paid for services that had been provided for years rather than new
benefits.
The settlement leaves the larger legal question unsettled, but Pearson, 67, of Hercules, said he
was happy with it.
"I felt the board was simply trying to do an end around on the voters because it's much easier to
get 50 percent plus one," he said. "I thought it was illegal. And I wanted to send a message to the
board to knock it off."
Chief Charles Hanley said the settlement was "a business decision" for the district, which now
must consider whether to seek a property tax hike to restore the estimated $940,000 per year that
the assessment raised. That money had been used to help reopen its Rodeo station, which Hanley
said is now likely to close again at the end of 2017.
"We'll basically regroup," Hanley said. "We have some money in our reserves and now we can
figure out what the next move is."
The district has been in financial straits for years as its tax base shrunk and pension obligations
increased.
"This is the worst position I've seen the district in," said veteran board member Bill Prather, who
nevertheless had opposed the benefit assessment. "It was phony from day one. Everybody knew
that."

The assessment charged single-family homeowners $82 per year. Condo owners paid $46.93.
Rates varied for commercial properties with Phillips 66, the district's largest property owner,
paying about $45,500 for its 29 parcels.
Contact Matthew Artz at 510-208-6435.

East Contra Costa Fire District wants to
reopen fourth station, seek another tax
measure
By Rowena Coetsee rcoetsee@bayareanewsgroup.com
Posted: 11/02/2015 10:37:31 PM PST Updated: about 19 hours ago

East Contra Costa firefighter Capt. Robert Ruddick, of Station 52, examines the outside their fire truck after
performing a regular maintenance checkup at the fire station in Brentwood, Calif., on Monday, Sept. 28, 2015. Over
the past decade, the number of fire stations operated by the East County Fire District has dropped from eight to
three. (Jose Carlos Fajardo/Bay Area News Group) ( JOSE CARLOS FAJARDO )

OAKLEY -- In a push to solve the agency's long-standing financial troubles, directors of the East
Contra Costa Fire District agreed Monday to the idea of reopening a fourth station next year as
well as proposing another tax measure.
In a split vote, board members accepted these recommendations from a multi-jurisdictional task
force that has spent nearly the past 4½ months brainstorming both temporary fixes and long-term
solutions to the district's crippling shortage of firefighters and the stations to house them.
"We have a broken system," said Brentwood City Manager Gus Vina, who established the 10member group that represents Brentwood, Oakley and the county as well as firefighters
themselves.

East Contra Costa firefighter captain Robert Ruddick, of Station 52, lowers the fire truck cab after performing a
regular maintenance checkup at the fire station in Brentwood, Calif., on Monday, Sept. 28, 2015. Over the past
decade, the number of fire stations operated by the East County Fire District has dropped from eight to three. (Jose
Carlos Fajardo/Bay Area News Group) ( JOSE CARLOS FAJARDO )

Before East Contra Costa Fire can act on the task force's advice, however, those other agencies
also must give their approval because the plan calls for each of them to contribute one-time funds
to keep the additional fire station open and fully staffed for 18 months while the board continues
looking for a long-term source of revenue.
The estimated cost of reopening one of the five stations the district has been forced to mothball
over as many years and recruiting more firefighters is $2.2 million, which would keep it
functioning from January through June 2017.
East Contra Costa Fire would pay the lion's share, but Brentwood and Oakley would contribute
$666,000 and $382,202, respectively; the county's portion would be $311,617.
Over the next several weeks, the task force will present its recommendations to the two city
councils as well as the county board of Supervisors; if there is consensus, East Contra Costa Fire
directors will vote again at their Dec. 7 meeting to act on the plan.
Several on the fire board emphasized the need to get going quickly, noting that the district
already is lagging given the time it takes to put some kind of revenue-generating measure to
voters next year.
"There's too much at risk here," said Director Ronald Johansen, who predicted that area residents'
home insurance premiums soon will be going up significantly because the district is having
trouble meeting industry standards for staffing and response times.
In a second vote, the board unanimously agreed to hire a consulting firm to update the fire
district's master plan, completed in 2006, for a maximum fee of $64,000. The document will
analyze whether East Contra Costa Fire is operating as efficiently as it could and what it will
take to meet demands for service as the region's population -- now estimated at 110,000 -expands.
Reach Rowena Coetsee at 925-779-7141. Follow her at Twitter.com/RowenaCoetsee
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Opposing Forces Unite Against MOFD Station 43
By Nick Marnell
The Moraga-Orinda Fire District took the first official step in the reconstruction of station 43 Oct. 21 by
authorizing Fire Chief Stephen Healy to spend over $200,000 on document reviews and updates and to
purchase and install a mobile home to serve as a temporary fire station. Director Steve Anderson voted
against the authorization, and he was joined by an unlikely ally in the firefighters union.
"I don't want the district to start and then stop," said Healy. "If we're going forward with the rebuilding of the
fire station and the purchase of a mobile home, authorize me to do it now. I will not purchase anything until
the board has seen a total cost estimate."
The chief said that the district will require a double-wide mobile home as the temporary station, which has to
be purchased and cannot be rented. The home will have some salvage value, said Healy, "Something more
than worthless, but less than $95,000." Tentative plans call for the placement of the temporary station in the
St. Stephen's Church parking lot.
"For the taxpayers and residents of MOFD, station 46 was an outstanding opportunity," said Anderson. The
joint venture with the Contra Costa County Fire Protection District to build and operate a station in western
Lafayette was estimated to save each district more than $1 million annually in expenses.
"Once we go down the 43 road, it removes any opportunity for MOFD and ConFire to collaborate on a joint
station," continued Anderson. "And it removes leverage for ConFire to do what they say they're going to do."
ConFire Chief Jeff Carman presented a plan to his board to rebuild station 16 in Lafayette but he has not yet
received official approval. If station 16 remains closed, emergency calls in that area will most likely continue to
be handled through an automatic aid agreement with MOFD.
"I received unanimous support from our board for reopening station 16 and to report back when we have
received a final proposal," said Carman. "We are forging ahead with those same plans we presented to our
board."
Mark DeWeese, the district union representative, asked the board to put the station 43 reconstruction
temporarily on hold. He appealed from a different perspective than Anderson, the only board member to vote
against the current labor contract, fearful of the automatic wage increases it earmarked.
"The financial challenges in recent years have been addressed through salary and benefit restrictions and
reductions on current Local 1230 employees," said DeWeese. "Now that the financial picture is looking
positive, restoring these salaries and benefits should be the first thing this board addresses, not excessive
capital spending on rebuilding station 43.
"It's not expensive buildings that put out the fires and deliver the high quality emergency medical response that
MOFD is known for, it's high quality people."
The motion to authorize Healy to commence the station 43 project passed 3-1, with director Kathleen
Famulener absent. Representatives of investment bank Brandis Tallman plan to address the board Nov. 18 on
financing options for the primary building construction.
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County provides financial assistance to fire
districts



By Sonia Waraich sonia@calaverasenterprise.com
Nov 6, 2015

The Calaveras County Board of Supervisors voted unanimously on Tuesday to lend fire districts
that responded to the Butte Fire 100 percent of their potential tax revenue a month early through
an emergency modification of the Teeter Plan.
The Teeter Plan, a county savings account that accumulates penalties paid on late tax payments,
currently provides cash advances equal to 55 percent of tax apportionments through December
and 40 percent through April to agencies that bank with the county treasury and collect taxes.
Because of the amount of money spent on fire-suppression and related activities, harder-hit fire
districts have already used up their loans and need funds to get through November until the next
apportionment is due in December.
Jeff Stone, chief of the Central Calaveras Fire and Rescue Protection District, said his district
was hit hard by the fire and its single largest expense is paying the firefighters for 21 straight
days of being on duty.
Stone added that the district also provided about 500 gallons of diesel fuel to local law
enforcement to help with evacuation efforts and their backup generators, which run on propane,
were also continually running for several weeks.
He said the vendors for these supplies and services wanted to be paid immediately, which the
district has done.
“We used our reserve funds to pay these return costs on the expectation that we’d receive
reimbursement,” Stone said.
The fire districts are expected to be reimbursed for all expenditures related to the disaster once
emergency funds materialize, but the process for special districts to receive disaster relief can
take half a year.
“In the meantime we have a cash-flow issue for operations,” Rebecca Callen, the county’s
auditor-controller, told the board.
Of the roughly $7 million in the Teeter fund, Central Calaveras Fire was allotted $137,939.36, of
which $75,866.65 (55 percent) has already been spent with $55,175.74 (40 percent) still to come.
Loans are expected to be repaid by June 30, 2016.

Because fire districts are separate entities and are not governed by the county’s board of
supervisors, the money the county received for disaster relief cannot be directed to those districts
and thus they must apply separately for public assistance.
“There’s a mechanism in place for us to get an advance,” Callen said. “There wasn’t and there
isn’t a mechanism for them to get an advance.”
But Mike Johnson, chief of Ebbetts Pass Fire Protection District, told the board that “the fire
districts in this county have been heading for trouble since the economy dumped.”
“What’s happening here is good,” Johnson said, “but we will come to a point where nobody has
any money.”
Though Ebbetts Pass Fire was not as impacted by the fire and has more tax revenue than other
districts, Johnson said the board should expect to hear from them again unless things change.
Stone said the long-term effects of the fire on property values will mean the projected budgets
for the county and all special districts will have to be reduced with yet-to-be-determined
consequences.
If a fire district was unable to continue operating, the state’s safety requirements would require
the Local Agency Formation Commission of Calaveras County to get involved and get another
local district to cover that area, which would have to be voted on by the public.
In the past, Callen said districts that weren’t viable for certain communities, such as the veteran
and cemetery districts, were consolidated with other districts instead of dissolved entirely.
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Bay Area needs powerful regional government, study says
Updated: 11/06/2015 03:04:30 PM PST

ContraCostaTimes.com

The Bay Area generates one of the brightest sparks in the nation's recovering economy, but feeding its
vitality means residents will have to give up some local control, dig deeper into their wallets, and make
room for tens of thousands of new neighbors, according to study released Friday.
Keeping on prosperity's path requires a regional government with power to overcome local obstacles,
money from new taxes and tolls, and opening the doors to housing closed by local growth controls and
state environmental red tape, according to "A Roadmap for Economic Resilience," an in-depth study done
by the Bay Area Council Economic Institute.
Without action, the Bay Area's highways choked with commuters, its fragmented transit systems, and
anti-growth attitudes will choke the boom times, the report says.
The Bay Area may have 101 cities, "but it is one economy with more than 7 million people," says Bay Area
Council President Jim Wunderman.
"No city can perceive itself as an island. It's time for policymakers and business leaders to think and act
with a regional perspective ... to maximize our many assets and keep the economy growing," he says.
The Bay Area Council is a business-sponsored public policy advocacy group.
A key concept is the creation of a powerful regional government -- "a regional planning, finance and
management" agency -- funded by tolls on bridges, highways and express lanes and a regional sales tax,
gas tax, or vehicle license fee.
According to the study, the regional agency would develop "a stronger regional approach to addressing
critical needs (of) infrastructure, housing, workforce training, and economic development."
(Late last month, an attempt to expand one regional agency's powers in this direction resulted in a pact to
study merging the Metropolitan Transportation Commission and the Association of Bay Area
Governments.)
Loss of local control, a new layer of government and more taxes are warning words for groups that monitor
taxpayer burdens.
"Why do they need additional revenue?" asked Jon Coupal of the Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Foundation. "If
some functions shift to a regional government, shouldn't the revenue stream follow?
"California remains a very, very overtaxed state," he said. "It has the highest sales tax and highest gas tax
... and a great deal of mismanaged tax revenue."
Tax increases might result in improvements, but much of the money will go to fund public employee
pensions, he predicted.
But he also sees a need to protect the area's economy. "Most of the major chip manufacturers have left
California," he said. "A lot of high tech is moving to Denver and Salt Lake City, and a lot of biotech is
moving to Salt Lake." Housing, a key to developing the workforce and easing commute strains, is in crisis:
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There's too little of it and it costs too much, the report finds. The Bay Area needs nearly 1.3 million housing
units built by 2040 to meet demand, and there should be consequences when cities fail to meet
state-mandated housing goals, such as loss of local authority to approve housing, the report advises.
The plan includes the long-sought goal of easing environmental protection laws that hinder speedy
construction or block building entirely.
"It shouldn't be read as the region vs. cities," said report co-author Micah Weinberg, a council senior policy
adviser. "It should be 'How can we make it easier for cities to do the right thing by residents of the region?'"
Reducing construction costs would be packaged with quicker approvals for lower-cost construction and
new building technologies, and capping fees throughout the region.
Coupal called the state's building permits and mandates absurd.
The housing crisis is a "self-inflicted wound," he said. The report does not consider actions suggested by
other factions in the Bay Area's growth debates, such as making businesses that rely on commuters help
pay for their transportation and housing needs.
That's a nonstarter for Weinberg and Wunderman.
"When you start to pick off individual businesses, it does not scale," Weinberg said. "You need the scale of
a state or region to make the investment you need in transportation."
Wunderman said the world economy is too dynamic to risk the Bay Area's momentum.
"If you have jobs, you can solve problems. ... The last thing you want to do is put the brakes on the
economy."
Contact Andrew McGall at 925-945-4703. Follow him at twitter.com/AndrewMcGall
Economic resilience
"A Roadmap for Economic Resilience" sets six actions needed to sustain the Bay Area's economic growth
and to prepare it for natural disasters.
Create a regional infrastructure financing authority with the power to play a stronger role in
regional transportation finance and planning.
Give the regional authority enhanced power to acquire funding.
Coordinate the building of large-scale water recycling, desalination, and storage infrastructure
through a regional entity.
Lower the voter threshold for county infrastructure taxes to 55 percent.
Establish a separate environmental review process for infrastructure.
Plan for resiliency in all infrastructure decisions (to prepare for and react to natural disasters)
The full report is online at www.bayareaeconomy.org
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Southern California deal for Delta islands
could cost up to $240 million
Metropolitan would team with Kern County agencies on land purchase
Delta islands could be useful in water transfers, storage
Environmentalists warn of south state water grab
By Dale Kasler and Ryan Sabalow
dkasler@sacbee.com
Southern California’s most powerful water agency is inching closer toward spending as much as
$240 million to buy a cluster of islands in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta, a move that has
stirred accusations of a south-state water grab.
The board of the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California voted Tuesday to authorize
its general manager to negotiate options on the five islands, owned by a company called Delta
Wetlands Properties. It would mark the first time Metropolitan has purchased land in the Delta,
which serves as the hub of California’s complicated man-made water-delivery network.
The price is still under negotiation but, based on prevailing Delta land values, could be between
$7,500 to $12,000 an acre, said Metropolitan general manager Jeff Kightlinger. That would put
the total price for the 80,000-acre purchase at somewhere between $150 million and $240
million.
Metropolitan and three agricultural water agencies from Kern County – Semitropic, RosedaleRio Bravo and Wheeler Ridge-Maricopa – have been discussing purchasing the five islands for
several weeks.
In his first extensive comments on the Delta land plan since it surfaced weeks ago, Kightlinger
told reporters that Metropolitan is waiting for the boards of the Kern agencies to authorize the
purchase options.
Critics have said Metropolitan and its partners want to use the lands to somehow pull more water
out of the Delta. Kightlinger and Stephen Arakawa, Metropolitan’s director of Bay-Delta
Initiatives, acknowledged that more water is Metropolitan’s goal, but not in the way the agency’s
opponents think. Instead, Metropolitan’s plan is to restore wildlife habitats on the islands, on the
theory that any project that enhances the Delta’s various ecosystems will smooth the way for
improved water deliveries.

“Our interest is reliable (water) supply, and a health environment in the Delta is a key part of
that,” Arakawa said. “You can’t have a reliable supply without a healthy environment.”
Kightlinger said ownership of the islands could help Metropolitan and its allies push ahead with
the Delta tunnels project, known as California WaterFix, a controversial $16 billion plan
spearheaded by Gov. Jerry Brown to re-engineer the Delta and enhance reliability of water
deliveries to Metropolitan and San Joaquin Valley agricultural water agencies.
Two of the islands to be purchased sit along the proposed tunnels route, and owning them would
mean fewer eminent-domain proceedings to get the tunnels project going, Kightlinger said. He
added that the islands could also be used to store dirt as excavation proceeds for the tunnels.
Delta Wetlands Properties’ owner, the U.S. subsidiary of Zurich Insurance Group, has been
trying for 20 years to convert the islands into reservoirs as a means of storing additional water
for customers south of the Delta. Kightlinger said, “we’ve never been sold on them as reservoir
sites,” but he said there may be some value in using the islands for water storage.
The islands sit below sea level and could store up to 70 billion gallons of water during wet years.
Officials with Delta Wetlands couldn’t be reached for comment Tuesday.
The purchase would include Bouldin Island, Bacon Island, Webb Tract, most of Holland Island
and a portion of tiny Chipps Island, a total of more than 20,000 acres.
Both the reservoir plan and Brown’s California WaterFix have been criticized by Delta farmers
and environmentalists. Many in the Delta agricultural community have said Metropolitan and its
partners could use the Delta islands to engineer a major water grab.
Dale Kasler: 916-321-1066, @dakasler
Read more here: http://www.sacbee.com/news/state/california/water-anddrought/article44155962.html#storylink=cpy
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East Contra Costa fire district moves closer to solving financial
woes
By Nate Gartrell ngartrell@bayareanewsgroup.com
Updated: 11/11/2015 03:05:44 PM PST

ContraCostaTimes.com

BRENTWOOD -- The struggling East Contra Costa Fire District is one step closer to getting badly needed
financial relief.
On Tuesday, the city councils of Brentwood and Oakley each unanimously approved a set of
recommendations sent to them by a task force created to come up with short- and long-term solutions to
the ECCFPD's ongoing financial crisis. In May, the district closed two of its fire stations after a parcel tax
ballot initiative that would have generated $21 million over five years was rejected by voters.
The recommendations still need to be approved by the Contra Costa County board of supervisors on
Tuesday, and then the ECCFPD board on Dec. 7 before they'll take effect. They include reopening a fully
staffed fourth station for 18 months, which is estimated to cost $2.2 million, according to a city staff report.
Those costs will be split between the ECCFPD, the county, and the cities of Brentwood and Oakley.
Also, the task force recommended that the district consider another ballot initiative to fund the ECCFPD.
It's not clear whether this will mean another parcel tax assessment, like the one voters rejected earlier this
year, or a different means of acquiring revenue.
Additionally, officials will be exploring other ways to create a long-term solution to the problem.
"We have a common crisis and it's going to take all of us, all working together, to come up with the right
solution," Brentwood City Manager Gus Vina said.
In April, when voters rejected the parcel assessment ballot measure, 73 percent of the 43,684 ballots went
unreturned, according to district documents. Of those, there were only two East Contra Costa communities
in which a majority voted in favor of the tax: Brentwood, and Marsh Creek.
Before the Brentwood council approved the recommendations, district Chief Hugh Henderson described to
the council incidents in which his firefighters were spread so thin that they were unable to respond to other
emergencies in progress. In one, a Discovery Bay structure fire that caused roughly $500,000 in damages,
more than a half-dozen medical emergencies occurred during the seven hours firefighters were battling the
house fire.
"The current staffing model cannot provide service levels or meet the needs of the community," Henderson
said, asking the council to approve the recommendations.
Contact Nate Gartrell at 925-779-7174 or follow him at Twitter.com/NateGartrell.
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